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Bringing school direct to your phone
The Skoolbag app is the brainchild
of an Australian parent Andrew
Tsousis, who wanted a better
way of communicating with his
child's school. It is used by 2000
schools wordwide, and provides
information on cancellations, school
notices, school contact information,
timetables and newsletters. We
have been using this app at Kesser
Torah sporadically in order to
improve communications with our
parent body. Skoolbag enables us
to engage directly with KTC parents
through the simple communication
platform. It is efficient and enables
information to flow fast in order to
reach the right people at the right
time.
Skoolbag is easy to use on both
desktop and mobile app while
streaming all aspects of organising
school life. Whether it is a weekly
newsletter or an event notification,
Skoolbag will let you know what is
going on inside the school.
We hope to grow the use of this user
friendly tool amongst the parent
body, and provide all accessible
documentation such as permission
slips, excursion policies etc, in order
to avoid sending home endless
pieces of paper and chasing them
back. Have you downloaded the
Skoolbag app? Let us know how
you are finding it, as we would be
interested to hear your experience
with it.

Dvar Torah

Rabbi Light

This main theme of this week’s Parsha is the
sending of the spies, which encapsulates the
name of the Parsha, Shelach.
Moshe sends the leaders of the 12 tribes on a
reconnaissance mission to the Promised Land
with a very detailed checklist in order to establish
the land’s quality, security and the strength of its
inhabitants. Upon their return, with the exclusion
of Calev and Yehoshua, they respond with a
frightening report about the fierce warrior nations
of Canaan.
Due to this negative report, matters start spiraling
out of control. First, the Jews complain to Moshe,
and even consider heading back to Mitzrayim.
This leads to a fiery exchange between Moshe
and Hashem, ultimately concluding with the
words of reconciliation  וסלחתי כדברךHowever there
is collateral damage.
The outrage was precipitated by the negative
report. But upon analysis of the report itself, it is
unclear whether they indeed digressed from their
mission statement. They were asked to gather
intel about the land they will be entering, and their
report stated that they found quality produce, as
well as a strong security system that was patrolled
by giants. What was so terrible about their report,
to the extent that Calev called it ‘slanderous’?
One of the answers given, is that although their
report was on task, they added the critical words

The Next 3 Weeks at KTC
Week 7

Week 9

In a similar vein, when it comes to educating
children, we need to be exceptionally vigilant
with how we speak. Our words carry weight. For
example, when it comes to giving praise, Carol
Dweck, the author of the book ‘Mindset’ sets
down rules on how praise can either encourage
growth, or alternatively, can be used to reinforce
weakness. If you praise a student’s natural ability
and skills without acknowledging the effort they
put in, you might be subconsciously reinforcing
the fact that if they don’t have a natural affinity
towards a subject they will not succeed in that
subject. The task of educators is to always find the
specific words that will promote further growth,
not limit it.
The theme of Parshas Shelach is the power of
words and why we need to be extremely careful
not to draw unnecessary conclusions. Likewise,
when dealing with children, it is our sacred duty
to encourage, inspire and create lifelong learners,
but never to decide their fate.
Have a Good Shabbos.

Monday 11 June

Public Holiday (Queen's Birthday) College Closed

Wednesday 13 June

Vaccinations
Yr 2-6 ICAS Spelling
ICAS Writing
Rosh Chodesh Tammuz

Thursday 14 June
Week 8

(לא נוכל לעלותwe are unable to conquer those
nations). They were not asked to decide the
value, worth or ability of the mission. This would
be determined by Hashem. Rather, they were
only asked to gather information. However, they
decided to take it one seemingly innocent step
further and provide their opinion on the matter as
well.

Monday 18 june

Refugee Week
Guest speaker Rav Pini from Yeshuvat Har Etzion speaking to BHS Yr 10-11

Wednesday 20 June

Art Fair
Guest Speaker Rav Sussman from Midreshset Harova GHS YR 11-12

Friday 29 June

Red nose day
NAIDOC week (Assembly)

Early Learning

Let's Get Physical
Being active is important for all children as they grow and develop. The benefits of being active include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting healthy growth and development
Helping to achieve and maintain healthy weight
Improving cardiovascular fitness
Building strong bones and muscles
Improving balance, coordination and strength
Maintaining and developing flexibility
Improving posture
Learning about the body and how it moves
Assisting with the development of gross motor and fine motor skills
Helping to establish connections between different parts of the brain
Improving concentration and thinking skills
Relieving stress and promoting relaxation

We can support physical activity by providing a wide choice of play-based physically active learning experiences that
link to the children’s interest, abilities, identity and prior knowledge.
Mrs McCarthy and Munch 'n' Move

Early Learning
Challah Baking

The children have been learning all about the Mitzvah of challah in the Parshah this week- Parshas Shelach. What
better way to learn about the Mitzvah then to actually put on our aprons and make our own challah dough! After
reading through our recipe and getting all our ingredients the children were ready to bake! We measured, poured
and mixed until we had a big bowl of fluffy challah dough!! The children are looking forward to sharing their challah
with their families on shabbos!
Mrs Chaiton

IMPORTANT CHANGES TO THE REBATE

On 2 July 2018, the Child Care Subsidy and Additional Child Care Subsidy will replace the current child
care fee assistance payments. Child Care Subsidy will be paid directly to your approved child care provider(s) to reduce the fees you pay.
In April 2018, all families currently in receipt of Child Care Benefit and/or Child Care Rebate for approved care
will receive a CentreLink letter about transitioning to the Child Care Subsidy.
You need to follow the instructions in your letter and go online to complete your Child Care Subsidy assessment or claim for Child Care Subsidy as soon as possible. If this is not done by the 2nd of July childcare
benefits will cease to continue for 2018.

Early Learning
Child development and road safety
Why are young children at risk around traffic?

Cognitive Development
Social/Emotional Development

Young children are
• Curious and keen to
explore and learn about
their surroundings

Young children are
• Sociable and want to be
‘Where the action is’

• Yet to understand ‘danger’
and what to do to keep safe

• All different, so what works
with one child may not work
with another
They also
• See themselves as ‘big
boys’ or ‘big girls’ and want
to do things by themselves
with another

• Often easily distracted but
can also be really focused
on what is important to
them
• Still developing their
ability to judge the speed
and distance of moving
vehicles and what these
mean
• Inexperienced as road
users and can be confused
by sudden changes in the
traffic environment

Physical Development

Young children are
• Fast and can quickly move
from safety into danger

• Still developing their
understanding of sound
and direction and what
these mean

• Small and difficult for
drivers to see, especially
behind a reversing vehicle

They also
• Understand cause and
effect differently to adults
when in traffic

• Still developing reflexes
and reactions so stopping
can take longer

• Interpret what they may
see in their peripheral
vision differently to adults

• Fragile so injuries are likely
to be severe

• Can say safety words
and slogans but are not
yet able to apply them
independently

Children’s behaviour can’t be explained in terms of just one developmental area.
It is the interaction of the cognitive, social/emotional and physical aspects of their
development that puts young children at risk in and around traffic.

Adults are responsible for the safety of young children!
w w w. k i d s a n d t r a
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Early Learning
Kids and Traffic Key ROAD SAFETY Messages
for adults to share with young children
These Kids and Traffic Key Road Safety Messages are designed for adults to use with young
children as they travel together as passengers and pedestrians and at play. Early childhood
educators are ideally placed to share these messages with children during everyday experiences
- dramatic play, music and story, arrivals and departures, transition times and discussions. They
are also ideally placed to share these messages with families for them to use when out and about
with their children.
Adults are responsible for the safety of the young children in their lives. By using these Kids
and Traffic Key Road Safety Messages, adults can engage children in learning about how to be
safe in the traffic environment without making them responsible for their own safety.

Pedestrian messages
• Always hold a grown-up’s hand.
• When a grown-up’s hand is not available,
hold a pram, bag or clothes.
• Always cross the road with a grown-up.

Passenger messages
• Always buckle up safely.
• Always stay buckled up - awake or asleep.
• Always get in and out of the ‘Safety Door’.

Safe play messages
• Always ask a grown-up where it is safe for
you to play.
• Always wear your helmet when riding your
bike or wheeled toy.
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Primary School
Ivrit Years K-2

What a busy and exciting term we have had so far in Hebrew, learning through a variety of songs, puppet shows,
stories and games. The songs coincide with our programs and topics.
In Years K and 1 we are very excited to learn Hebrew from our good friends from Israel, Mi and La, and listen
attentively to all the new words that they teach us. We have lots of colourful cards and use them to play games
identifying Hebrew letters words and matching them to pictures.
In Year K, we can describe various shapes and enjoy singing songs about them. We can identify the shapes and
name them in Hebrew. We are even able to match the written Hebrew words to the shapes. We can’t wait to learn
the colours and will then be able to match the colours to the shapes.

Primary School
Ivrit Years K-2

In Year 1, we have been lucky enough to learn the names of fruit and
vegetables in Hebrew from Mi and La. Now we can even prepare
Hebrew fruit and vegetable salads. Very soon, we will learn to
identify eating utensils in Hebrew.

In Year 2 we continue to learn from our book Yesodot Halashon
and are learning lots of new words. We enjoy using these words in
different activities and games. We are starting to make sentences
and can even read short texts in Hebrew.

It is such fun to learn Hebrew and to communicate in this
beautiful language.
Mrs Oron

Primary School
Year 5

The Year 5 girls finished Perek Daled in Parshas Shemos this
week and made plays describing the events in the Perek.
The first group acted out the 3 signs Hashem gave Moshe
to show B'nei Yisroel to prove to them that Hashem had sent
Moshe to take them out of Mitzrayim. The second group
acted out the story of Tzipporah giving Eliezer a bris on the
way to Mitzrayim and how Aharon came out to greet Moshe
when he arrived in Mitzrayim. Well done to both groups for
using words of the posuk and giving a very clear description
of these special events.
Mrs Milecki

Year K

In Year K we have introduced Komatz and have been reading it with the letters ך-א. The students have embraced this
and are loving the opportunity to blend and make sounds.
Here are some of our students practicing reading with Komatz.
Morah Shira & Rabbi Winterfeld

Primary School
4G

Yr 4G finished learning Parshas Toldos and celebrated with a siyum. The girls acted out the Parsha using “Loshon
Haposuk” - words of the Chumash. They enjoyed every minute of it and got to feel a bit of how it felt for Yaakov to
disguise himself as Esau and receive the special brochos from Yitzchok.
Mrs Blasenstein

Mishmor

We are very busy getting ready for the big day: Gimmel Tammuz ,the Rebbe’s Yom Hillula.
Yr K-1G are working on their timeline of the Rebbe’s life.
Yr K-1B are learning about a different mivtza each week. This week they focused
about Kashrus: it’s not only what goes in your mouth but watch what comes out
of your mouth. They made puppets that had a big tongue to remind them to
only talk with Derech Eretz!

Yr 2-3B are learning about the different Rabeim and focused on the Mezritcher Maggid. They made a fun pop-up fire,
bringing out the teachings of the Maggid.

Primary School
Mishmor

Yr 2-3G learnt this week's Niggun with great enthusiasm! The children reviewed and discussed the Sefer HaMitzvos
of the day, which illustrated through a story. In preparation for Gimmel Tammuz ,the children learnt about how there
is a Moshe Rabbeinu in every generation who guides and helps the Yidden. The Moshe Rabeinu not only takes care
of our ruchnius but also our gashmius just like Moshe Rabbeinu did for the B’nei Yisroel in the Midbar.

Torah Club
Torah Club has been very busy learning.... TORAH, from details about the “Shamir” worm that cut stones for the Bais
Hamikdosh to Devorah Haneviya, Hilchas Tefilla and Derech Eretz!

Primary School
Library

Tzivos Hashem

9 WEEKS

בס׳ד

This terms' reward for completing
9 weeks of missions is a grand pizza
party. All children who complete
their missions will be treated to a
pizza lunch!

CLASS TO SAY QUOTA
OF TEHILLIM
COMPLETE
YOUR
MISSIONS
ON LINE!

At the end of the term you get to
join the grand pizza party! Make
sure your missions are up to
date. Remember no more
papers. All on line.

*ONLY CHILDREN WHO SAY TEHILLIM

Just be reminded that missions
are now completed online and the
data is saved. We do not give out
hard copies any more.

High School
Careers

UNSW Sydney – Student & Parent Info Evening
June 14 & 20 |UNSW Roundhouse
This event will give student in years 11 & 12 an insight into our unique student life and the degrees on offer from our Built
Environment, Engineering, Medicine and Science faculties.
Find out more - https://www.futurestudents.unsw.edu.au/unsw-student-and-parent-information-evening-0
UTS – STEM Day
June 15 | City – Broadway
Take part in hands-on workshops, talks and panel discussions with people in Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics industries.
This program is free and is for students in years 9 to 12.
Find out more - https://www.uts.edu.au/about/faculty-engineering-and-information-technology/events/stem-day
UTS – Discover Nursing
June 21
November 14
There's more to modern nursing than meets the eye. Whether you're in high school, TAFE, working as an AIN or EN
or looking to embark on a change in career, this session is for you. Hear from nursing academics and current students
before touring our world-class clinical laboratories and taking part in a hands-on workshop.
Find out more - https://www.uts.edu.au/future-students/undergraduate/our-courses/find-right-course/events-and-infosessions
Macquarie University – Sydney Open Day
August 18 | Macquarie University
When your potential is multiplied by a University built for collaboration, anything can be achieved. Come to Macquarie
University’s Open Day and discover the human equation to success.
Find out more - https://openday.mq.edu.au/
HSC Trial Prep Lectures July Holidays
Our subject-specific lecture program will enable you to learn essential content and methods from the most qualified
teachers in NSW.
Held at Macquarie University, UTS, University of Newcastle, and UOW.
Find out more and book now - https://hscintheholidays.com.au/our-program/hsc-lectures-schedule/
Macquarie University - Global Leadership Entry Program
Applications close August 27, 2018
Macquarie's students are global citizens, deeply engaged with the world and the big issues shaping the future of society.
Our Global Leadership Entry Program (GLEP) supports and inspires global leaders of tomorrow.
Find out more - https://www.mq.edu.au/study/admissions/entry-requirements/domestic/macquarie-entry/globalleadership-entry-program

Boys' High School
Music

The focus in Year 7/8 Music class this term is the music of Australia, with a performance focus. Students have been
introduced to Indigenous Australian and Australian folk music through listening, performance and composition
activities. Students have been learning to play basic chords on instruments including the ukulele, guitar and piano,
allowing them to play as part of a class ensemble. The rest of the term will see the students working towards an individual performance in class of an Australian piece of music on their choice of instrument. I look forward to seeing
what our students come up with!
Miss Calcagno

Science

Year 8 students have learned about body systems and different organs.
They dissected sheep’s hearts and lungs to help them to develop
their understanding of what they learned in class.

Year 9 investigated who has the fastest reflex in the classroom. Year 10 has
been working together to balance chemical equations and understand
how a chemical formula is made.
Year 11 chemistry students have
been learning about different
types of chemical reactions and
factors affecting the reaction rate.
They conducted some experiments on this topic to deepen their
understanding as well as developing their scientific skills.
Year 11 Physics students went on an excursion to Luna park which helped them to see the application of Physics
in real life situations and obtain a deeper understanding of the concepts taught in class.

iSTEM
This term the students have been working in groups on their Modified Solar Cars. They have been constructing and modifying a model car to respond to Solar energy as a power source. They have been learning how to
construct an electronic circuit, design a car chassis, and modify the car to look realistic. They are now at the testing
stage, before the final challenge of taking on a challenging race track for their assessment.
Miss Okati

Boys' High School

BS"D

GIMMEL
TAMMUZ
Morning
Chassidus
Next week ONLY
NEW TIME
7:15-7:50am
Daily Danishes

FABRENGAN
Motzei Shabbos Parshas Shelach

ROSH CHODESH TAMMUZ

9th
June a2018
Provided
full range of imaging needs
7:30-9:00PM
from commercial and graphic arts through

14th
June
Managed photoshoots, handled artist
7-8:30PM
relations, and photographed artworks for

portrait
and personal
GUEST
SPEAKER:
TBA services. Assisted

reproductions,
exhibition
catalogues, and
GUEST SPEAKER:
TBA

M&M Studio | Oct 2017 - present

BS"D

HACHONA
GIMMEL
TAMMUZ

in creative direction for projects.

Kleo Art Gallery | May 2016 - Aug 2017

SNACKS, FOOD AND INSPIRATION

marketing collateral.

78 BONDI ROAD, NSW, 2026

100 ANGLESEA ST, NSW, 2026

SNACKS, FOOD AND INSPIRATION

"ONE MOMENT OF TORAH AND MITZVOS IS ETERNAL...FOR THROUGH THEM YOU
ARE BOUND TO THE ETERNAL G-D AND ENTIRELY TRANSCEND THE BOUNDARIES
OF TIME"
~LUBAVITCHER REBBE

Gimmel Tammuz

On Tuesday night, over 15 boys participated in a special
video presentation and learning in honour of Gimmel
Tammuz. At the end of the event, the boys were treated
to pizza.
Rabbi Chaiton
TZEMACH TZEDEK
COMMUNITY
CENTRE
1 PENKIVIL ST,
BONDI, 2026

Girls' High School
Music

The focus in Year 7/8 Music class this term is the music of Australia, with a performance focus. Students have been introduced to Indigenous Australian and Australian folk music through listening, performance and composition activities.
Students have been learning to play basic chords on instruments including the ukulele, guitar and piano, allowing them
to play as part of a class ensemble. The rest of the term will see the students working towards an individual performance
in class of an Australian piece of music on their choice of instrument. I look forward to seeing what our students come up
with!

Science
This semester, Year 7 students have been learning about the solar system and they
created the different moon phases using ‘Oreos’.
Year 8 students have learned about body systems and
different organs. They dissected sheep’s hearts and lungs
to help them to develop their understanding of what they
learned in class.

Year 9 investigated who has the fastest reflex in the classroom. Year 10 has been working together to balance chemical
equations and understand how a chemical formula is made.
Year 11 chemistry students have been learning about different types of chemical reactions and factors affecting on the
reaction rate. They conducted some experiments on this topic to deepen their understanding as well as developing their
scientific skills.

Year 12 Chemistry students went on an excursion to
Sydney Water where they learned about the steps taken
in the treatment and recycling of water. The excursion
helped them to deepen their understanding of water
section on Chemistry syllabi.

iSTEM
This term the students have been working in groups on their Modified Solar Cars. They have been constructing and
modifying a model car to respond to Solar energy as a power source. They have been learning how to construct an
electronic circuit, design a car chassis, and modify the car to look realistic. They are now at the testing stage, before
the final challenge of taking on a challenging race track for their assessment.
Miss Okati

Girls' High School
Gimmel Tammuz

Rabbi Moss addressed students during assembly and introduced the Gimmel Tammuz
hachana program that will be taking place over the next two weeks. He discussed the personal
influence the Rebbe had over each person and that there is something for all of us to learn.
Mrs Gourarie

The Rebbe's Impact on our Lives
Gimmel Tammuz Hachana, The Rebbe's Impact on our Lives
In preparation for Gimmel Tammuz- the Lubavitcher Rebbe's Yartzeit, the GHS is participating in an exciting
program. The focus is on the Rebbe's impact through his teachings on the topics of Ahavas Yisroel, Empowerment of Women, the Ten Mivtzoyim and Moshiach. The program covers the topics through three tracks; in class
learning, lunchtime programs and afterschool programs. Attendance at two out of three after school programs
earns students a pizza party in school. Attendance at four out of all six optional programs combined, earns
students a raffle ticket into the grand raffle for three fantastic prizes.
So far the three programs over the past week have been inspirational and it is wonderful to see the the enthusiasm of the students in participating.

Chassidus
Yr 8 Chassidus class enjoyed hot chocolate and pastries to celebrate the end of a unit.

Guest Speaker

Year 11 and 12 heard from Guest Speaker, Barbara
Vidomlanski of Midreshet Amit in Israel.

Girls' High School
Tanach

This week Year 10G completed their Nashim B’Tanach task. Each
student was required to choose a famous woman in Tanach and research
her family, events in her life, lessons gleaned from her life, a character
analysis and a text-related exercise. All the girls did amazing work; the
standard was very high with no results less than 80%!!
Mrs Moss

JEM Project : Our Story - For Women By Women
A worldwide initiative has been brought to KTC. It gives our High School Girls the opportunity to interview
women and record their personal stories and encounters with the Rebbe. Once they send their recording
via Whatsapp, they are automatically entered into a raffle to receive fantastic prizes!
Mrs Gourarie

BH

OUR STORY

For Women by Women

ASK

Ask a woman you know to
share her experience with
the Rebbe with you.

RECORD

Record her speaking and
WhatsApp the audio to:
718 - 604 - 4690

WIN

Be entered into a raffle for
a chance to win some
amazing prizes.

Girls' High School

Girls' High School

Community

FATHER’S
AND
SON’S
LEARNING
WHEN

Motzei Shabbos
7.15pm – 8pm
5th May – 25th August
WHERE

TZEMACH TZEDEK
SHUL · 1 Penkivil St

ALL AGES EVENT
FOOD AND
DRINKS
LEARNING
MATERIAL
PROVIDED AS
BOOKS OR BYO
STORY BY GUEST
SPEAKER
RAFFLE EVERY
WEEK
COME 15 OUT OF
17 WEEKS AND
GO ON A
**SPECIAL TRIP**

TO SPONSOR A WEEK,
CONTACT JOEL –
0449522402

Raising Body-Confident Kids
A two part workshop for parents
Recent research shows that children are expressing
dissatisfaction with their body size as early as 8-9 years old.
The workshop is designed to prevent or reduce the impact of body
dissatisfaction amongst children. It will offer strategies that foster
resilience and body contentment in the home and school environment.

Who is the facilitator?
Ariana Elias has a master’s degree in clinical psychology
and extensive experience working in the prevention of
body image issues with children and young people. Her
clinical practice is focused on the treatment of teens
and adults who suffer with eating disorders. Ariana has
worked in a variety of settings including community
groups, schools, public and private hospitals. For more
info go to www.raisingbodyconfidentkids.com.au

What will the workshops cover?
•
•
•
•

Creating a body image friendly home
Assisting your child to develop a well-rounded, happy and healthy identity
Social media literacy and its impact on a young person’s sense of self
Puberty and the consequences of dieting in childhood

When:
Where:
Cost:
RSVP:

Wednesday 23rd & 30th May Time: 7-9pm
JewishCare, 3 Saber Street Woollahra
$100
By 16th May– please go to www.trybooking.com/UVSK
FirstCall JewishCare 1300 133 660
W www.jewishcare.com.au

JewishCare is a member of the
JCA family of organisations

Find us on

(JewishCareNSW)

Community
Friendship Circle Day Camp

Winter holidays are just around the corner and Friendship Circle is planning an amazing week of activities for
young people with special needs from 9 to 13 July 2018.
Volunteering with Friendship Circle is a great opportunity for young people to have fun, feel great about themselves and make a difference.
The best part is that volunteers can have fun too!

Volunteer option 1 - Volunteer as a 1-1 Buddy
If you are 13 years old or older and are looking to make a difference during Winter school holidays, then please
sign up to be a buddy for a young person with a disability. Your role will be to engage and befriend your buddy
throughout the planned activities and experiences. You will be supported by a team of experienced leaders.
The minimum commitment for new volunteers is 3 days plus orientation on Sunday, 8 July 2018.
Current volunteer please sign in and complete this form – https://www.sydneyfc.org.au/volunteeratdaycamp
New volunteers please complete this application form – https://www.sydneyfc.org.au/volunteerapplication

Volunteer option 2 - Volunteer in food prep, set up and pack away
We are looking for adult volunteers (18 years and older) to cut, spread, sort and pack 60 delicious and healthy
lunches and snacks for Friendship Circle Day Camp. Once the kids are off on their outing it would be great
if you had another hour to pack up and prepare the lunch area for the next day as well as tidy the hall for the
children's return.

We welcome your feedback, please email newsletter@ktc.nsw.edu.au

News/Announcements
PSG Security Roster

Follow KTC on Facebook and Instagram !
@kessertorahcollege
KesserTorahCollege

Extra Information

Extra Information

Extra Information

Extra Information
Public Health Unit

NSW Adolescent Vaccination Program 2018
for Years 10 & 11 Students
All Year 10 and 11 students will be offered:
 Meningococcal ACWY Vaccine
As a single dose

Further information will be provided in 2018 Year 10 & 11
Parent Information Packs and is also available now in many
languages at: www.health.nsw.gov.au/schooltranslations

A Record of Vaccination Card will be given to your child at the time of
each vaccination at each school clinic.
Please keep these cards for your records and provide a copy to your
local doctor.
If your child is absent for any clinics we will catch them up at the next
school visit.

CONTACT US
Public Health Unit
Locked Mail Bag 88 Randwick NSW 2031
(Tel) 61 2 9382 8333 (Fax) 61 2 9382 8334

@SESPUBLICHEALTH
http://www.seslhd.health.nsw.gov.au/Public_Health/

P. (02) 9540 7756 F. (02) 9540 8787

